Wet removal efficiency of aerosol particles (AP) are investigated in this paper, three main theory models of AP coalescence, water droplets (WD) capture, and supersaturated vapor phase are introduced. Grade removal efficiency (GRE) versus AP diameter is numerical obtained and compared with experimental data only under the WD capture. Then, the influence of WD diameter on GRE is examined. Simulation results show that GRE can be effectively improved with decreasing WD diameter especially for AP in the 0.1-2.5um diameter range. Furthermore, the removal rate under three mechanisms is increased greatly. Therefore, taking advantage of multiple mechanisms and exploring the proper wet removal technical will provide the guide for the future application.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of the economic in China, recently the sharp increase in mass concentration of PM 2.5 with venomous and harmful properties occurred. Not only result in the decrease of air pollutions and horizon visible, but also threat the human life and health, which are being paid widely high attention by many researchers [1, 2] . Thus, the formation mechanism of the aerosol particles (AP) and the efficiently handle technical should be explored, and the problem of air quality should be improved immediately.
The heavy pollutions of haze-fog in Jingjinji and Zhujiang, and recently the basin area of Si Chuan have been investigated by more and more researches [1, 3] . To date, the main method for mitigating the haze-fog by weather bureaus and environmental protection agency is the manual rain increment. However, the implementation way is so difficult though it has some effect. Up to 2014's, an assumption that mitigated the air pollution and haze in China's cities by pouring the water was proposed by Shaocai Yu [4] . However, the scavenging coefficients of AP with the diameter between 0.1 and 2.5 um are still limited in theory. Vapor condensation has been proposed as one of the most promising techniques to promote AP collision, growth, and deposition [5, 6] . However, these methods cannot be directly applied due to the limitation of the experiment technique. Thus the more effective techniques that can investigate the formation mechanism and scavenging efficiency of AP are promoted to seek.
Discrete element method (DEM) is a potential simulation method to study the collision, contact, separate, and other microscopic properties of the particles [7] .
Based DEM, the agglomeration properties of the suspend particles were studied by most of the researchers [8, 9] . However, the diameter of AP low to nano-magnitude and various interaction forces such as van der Waals force, contact force, Brownian forces, and fluid drag forces should be considered. Leading to the larger amount of computation quantity and they should be in an accelerate solution. It is promote to explore a much simpler parameterized model that can study the removal properties of AP especially for PM 2.5 . This paper aims to investigate the wet removal properties of AP. Three main theory models of coalescence, capture, and supersaturated vapor phase are introduced firstly. Then the grade removal efficiency (GRE) with the AP diameter is numerical obtained, and compared with experimental data. Meanwhile, the influences of WD diameter on GRE are investigated. And the respective contributions of three removal mechanisms to scavenging coefficient are also suggested. Exploring the method with combined the multiple mechanisms consideration that can remove AP effectively.
MODEL AND METHOD
Wet removal processes of the AP contain three main mechanisms: aggregation among the collision aerosols particles, capture by the water droplet and diameter growth by the water vapor condensation.
Coalescence model
Discrete collision AP would aggregate to larger particles [10] . Three main forms thermal coalescence, coulomb coalescence, and brown coalescence will be given in this section. Here, above coalescence models are independent. So the total coalescence can be obtained by
based on the superpose theory.
Capture model
AP will be captured by WD based on the inertia collision, direct intercept and Brownian diffusion [11] Inertia capture efficiency of the larger diameter AP I  is 2 0.35 
where the intercept parameter is
Diffusion capture efficiency based on the random walk theory Total capture efficiency can be obtained by
Supersaturated vapor phase model
Water vapor will be condensed growth with the condensate core of small AP when the air humidity comes to supersaturated [6] .
The balance vapor pressure of the soluble particle is (Kelvin equation) 
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The diameter increase rate of the WD is 
Parameters applied in the model
Simulation parameters applied in the model are shown in table 1. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the reasonable and effective of the model and method should be verified firstly. To compare with the existence experimental results, only the water droplet capture mechanism is considered firstly. Simulation conditions of the number concentration of AP diameter consistent with experimental values, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Fig. 1(b) shows a comparison of the simulated the grade removal efficiency (GRE) versus AP diameter curve with the experimental results, an excellent agreement is achieved. It can be found that GRE is sensitive to aerosol diameter, decreases initially and then increases with aerosol diameter increasing. It is so inefficiency between 0.1-2.5 um. Thus the methods that can improve the GRE promote us to explore. Seen from capture model in section 2.2, the removal rate is related with the WD diameter. Therefore, here the influence of WD diameter on the removal coefficient is analyzed. And the respective contribution of three capture ways on the removal rate is also investigated. Seen from Fig. 2 (a) , it can be found that the grade removal efficiency is improved greatly especially for AP diameter in the range of 0.1 to 2.5 um when water droplet diameter is low to 0.02 mm. The main reason for that is the more possible of inertia capture for large particle, the small particles is easier to be captured, which can be clearly seen in Fig .2 (b) . There will exist obviously difference among three removal mechanisms. The mass concentration of PM 2.5 with time curves present in Fig. 3(a) , which shows an obviously linear decrease with time. It can be further observed in Fig. 3(b) that the scavenging coefficient of AP is significantly improved with the comprehensive consideration of removal mechanisms, which indicates that the WD capture mechanism is a better wet way.
CONCLUSIONS
High-efficient removal of the aerosol particles (AP) with water droplet (WD) can be achieved based on three main theory removal mechanisms in this paper.
Only under the WD capture, the numerical obtained of grade removal efficiency (GRE) versus AP diameter is agreement with experimental data. It can be found that GRE decrease initially and then increase with AP diameter increasing, and it is very sensitive to the diameter of WD and AP. It is sharp increased when the WD diameter is low to 0.02mm, especially for the AP diameter between 0.1-2.5 um. With the consideration of coalescence and vapor condensation removal mechanisms, the scavenging rate increase greatly. Therefore, wet removal is a potential way that deserve to developing.
